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MULTI-ANGLE IMAGING SPECTRO-RADIOMETER (MISR)
• The amount and type of 
atmospheric particles (aerosols), 
including those formed by natural 
sources and by human activities
• The amounts, types, and heights of 
clouds
• Estimation of the total amount of 
sunlight reflected. 
VOCABULARY
Radiances: are measures of the quantity of radiation
Polarization: is a property of waves that can oscillate with more than one orientation
Rayleigh Scattering: is the scattering of light by particles much smaller than the 
wavelength of the light 
BACKGROUND
• Motivation: Future instrumentation accuracies
• Radiances: 1.5 – 2%
• Degree of Linear Polarization (DOLP): 0.005 or better
• Goal:
• Radiative transfer models are used to predict measured signals
• The computer models need to better than those accuracies
• 8 different computer models (codes) will be compared
• Without Polarization: Do radiances agree within  1%?
• With Polarization: Do DOLPs agree within 0.002?
Airborne Multi-angle Spectro-Polarimeter Imager
MY PROJECT
• Develop the data base
• Produce a preliminary set of graphs 
• Begin an inter-comparison analysis
• Verify that models agree within the 
desired accuracy goals
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METHODOLOGY
• Create fluid database
• Text to Excel data
• Transfer Data to Database 
• Send data to Modelers to confirm their numbers
• Create preliminary plots as an analytical tool
• “Z score” analysis
COMPUTER MODELS
Monte Carlo (A. Davis Reference model) JPL
Markov Chain (F. Xu) JPL
SOS (P Zhai (mixed), M. J. Garay (pure)) Developed at NASA's Langley Research 
Center (LaRC) by P. Zhai, used at JPL by 
M. Garay.
SCIATRAN (A. A. Kokhanovsky) Developed at Bremen University, Institute 
for Environmental Physics, by V. Rozanov, 
used there by A. Kokhanovsky
VlLIDORT (V. Natraj) Developed by R. Spurr (RT Solutions)
JPL by V. Natraj 
SHARM (S. V. Korkin ) Developed at NASA's Godard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC)
MOM (J. V. Martonchik) JPL
Smart MOM (S. Sanghavi) JPL
DATA BASE
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Z SCORE
• Every model as a reference
• Clear view of non correlation
• No need for multiple plots
Radiance DOLP
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Results
• Scalar goal: Do radiances agree within  1%?
• No: 70% within goals, 90% without SHARM
• Vector goals: Do radiances agree within 1%? 
• No: 70% within goals
Do DOLPs agree within 0.002?
No: 35% agreement
… but it is work in progress!
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